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IntroductionIntroduction

Cooperation is crucial in mobile ad hoc Cooperation is crucial in mobile ad hoc 
networks.networks.
NonNon--cooperation nodes:cooperation nodes:

Malicious nodes Malicious nodes –– Damage the networkDamage the network
Selfish nodes Selfish nodes –– Save energy, maximum welfareSave energy, maximum welfare

The reputation system is used to stimulate The reputation system is used to stimulate 
cooperation in ad hoc networks.cooperation in ad hoc networks.



CORE (Collaborative Reputation) (1/3)CORE (Collaborative Reputation) (1/3)

Each node keeps reputation values of 
other nodes in a reputation table
Positive reputation values indicate trusted 
nodes
Negative reputation values indicate 
misbehaving nodes
Misbehaving nodes are denied the 
network service



CORE  (2/3)CORE  (2/3)

CORE defines three types of reputationCORE defines three types of reputation
Subjective reputationSubjective reputation
Indirect reputationIndirect reputation
Functional reputationFunctional reputation

Reputation values in CORE are based on Reputation values in CORE are based on 
observations.observations.

From From --1 (bad) to 1 (good)1 (bad) to 1 (good)



CORE  (3/3)CORE  (3/3)

Each node maintains a reputation table Each node maintains a reputation table 
which consists of the reputations of other which consists of the reputations of other 
nodes.nodes.

A requests a service from B, but B refusesA requests a service from B, but B refuses
There is no interaction with the observed nodeThere is no interaction with the observed node
A refuses B who has a bad reputationA refuses B who has a bad reputation

A sends a message to all neighbor nodesA sends a message to all neighbor nodes
Neighbor nodes checking agree with A or notNeighbor nodes checking agree with A or not



CONFIDANTCONFIDANT

Cooperation Of Nodes: Fairness In Cooperation Of Nodes: Fairness In 
Dynamic AdDynamic Ad--hoc hoc NeTworksNeTworks
Detecting and isolating misbehaving nodesDetecting and isolating misbehaving nodes
Consists of some components: Consists of some components: 

Monitor Monitor 
Reputation SystemReputation System
Trust ManagerTrust Manager
Path ManagerPath Manager





DrawbacksDrawbacks

There is no formal specification and There is no formal specification and 
analysis of incentive provided by such analysis of incentive provided by such 
systems.systems.
The systems have not considered that the The systems have not considered that the 
selfish nodes may collude with each other.selfish nodes may collude with each other.
The monitoring scheme may not always The monitoring scheme may not always 
be possible when nodes use power control.be possible when nodes use power control.



NugletsNuglets
A virtual currency to stimulate cooperation A virtual currency to stimulate cooperation 
in selfin self--organized mobile ad hoc networks.organized mobile ad hoc networks.

Packet Purse Model (PPM)Packet Purse Model (PPM)
Packet Trade Model (PTM)Packet Trade Model (PTM)

Using virtual currency (credit) to stimulate Using virtual currency (credit) to stimulate 
cooperation.cooperation.
If a node wants to use a service, then it has If a node wants to use a service, then it has 
to pay for it in nuggets.to pay for it in nuggets.



Packet Purse ModelPacket Purse Model

The originator of the packet pays for the The originator of the packet pays for the 
forwarding service.forwarding service.
Each forwarding node takes out nuggets Each forwarding node takes out nuggets 
for its forwarding service.for its forwarding service.



Pros and ConsPros and Cons

ProsPros
Discourage users from sending useless data Discourage users from sending useless data 
and overloading the networks.and overloading the networks.

ConsCons
Source node needs to know exactly how Source node needs to know exactly how 
many nuggets to include in the packetmany nuggets to include in the packet



Packet Trade ModelPacket Trade Model

Each intermediary node buys the packet Each intermediary node buys the packet 
from the previous node, and sells it to the from the previous node, and sells it to the 
next node for more nuggets.next node for more nuggets.
The total cost of forwarding the packet is The total cost of forwarding the packet is 
covered by the destination node.covered by the destination node.



Pros and ConsPros and Cons

ProsPros
The source node does not need to know how The source node does not need to know how 
many nuggets to load into the packet.many nuggets to load into the packet.

ConsCons
Since no charge for packet generation, Since no charge for packet generation, 
malicious users might try to flood the network.malicious users might try to flood the network.



Tamper resistant security moduleTamper resistant security module

Assume that each node has a tamper Assume that each node has a tamper 
resistant moduleresistant module

Special chipSpecial chip
Smart cardSmart card

The security module is used for the The security module is used for the 
management of nuggets.management of nuggets.
The moduleThe module’’s behavior can not be modified.s behavior can not be modified.



SpriteSprite

A simple, cheatA simple, cheat--proof, creditproof, credit--based system based system 
for mobile adfor mobile ad--hoc networkshoc networks
Determines charge and credit from a Determines charge and credit from a 
gamegame--theoretic perspective, and motivates theoretic perspective, and motivates 
each node to report its actions honestly.each node to report its actions honestly.
The system does not require any tamperThe system does not require any tamper--
proof hardware at any node.proof hardware at any node.
Requires a centralized serverRequires a centralized server

Credit clearance system (CCS)Credit clearance system (CCS)



Payment schemePayment scheme
CCS should give more credit to a node who CCS should give more credit to a node who 
forwards a message than to a node who does forwards a message than to a node who does 
not forward a message.not forward a message.
The CCS determines the last node on the path The CCS determines the last node on the path 
that has ever received the message.that has ever received the message.



Computing paymentsComputing payments
The CCS charges C from node n0 , and pays Pi to node ni ,

P = (n0, n1, …., ne, …, nd)

Ne is the last node on path P that submits a valid receipt



Analysis of the receiptAnalysis of the receipt--submission gamesubmission game

Theorem 1Theorem 1: In the receipt: In the receipt--submission submission 
game, truthgame, truth--telling is an optimal strategy telling is an optimal strategy 
for every node.for every node.
Theorem 2Theorem 2: The receipt: The receipt--submission game submission game 
is collusionis collusion--resistant.resistant.
Theorem 3Theorem 3: The receipt: The receipt--submission game submission game 
is cheatis cheat--proof.proof.



DiscussionDiscussion

Centralized server requiredCentralized server requiredSpriteSprite

TamperTamper--proof hardware requiredproof hardware requiredNugletsNuglets

No incentive providedNo incentive provided
Monitoring schemeMonitoring scheme

CONFIDANTCONFIDANT

No incentive providedNo incentive provided
Monitoring schemeMonitoring scheme

CORECORE

ConsConsComparisonComparison



ConclusionConclusion

Reputation systems are used to establish Reputation systems are used to establish 
trust and encourage trustworthy behavior.trust and encourage trustworthy behavior.
In the reputation system for mobile ad hoc In the reputation system for mobile ad hoc 
networks, there are several defeats can be networks, there are several defeats can be 
improved in the future.improved in the future.
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